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Building Hope is a strategic initiative to connect with emerging 
leaders and young professionals within the National Hardware/
Homebuilding Industry (HHI) united by a single goal: to raise 
money in support of City of Hope’s mission of turning research 
discoveries into cures for patients. 

Named “Best Cancer Hospital in the West”  
by U.S. News & World Report

 2019 High Performer by the Association for 
Healthcare Philanthropy (AHP). City of Hope joins 
a select group of fewer than 100 institutions in the 
United States and Canada who met their criteria in 
2018. Being an AHP “high performer” means we 
spend fewer resources on fundraising and more on 
finding cures to help patients.

City of Hope has been awarded a 4-star rating by 
Charity Navigator — the highest rating a charity 
can receive. Fewer than 1% of the organizations 
Charity Navigator evaluates qualify for this rating, 
which indicates that City of Hope “exceeds industry 
standards” and outperforms our peers.

JOIN ONE OF THE BEST IN THE INDUSTRY

Grow your personal 
and professional 
network contacts with 
social networking 
opportunities.

Join one of 
the strongest 
Industry teams 
in City of Hope’s 
national network 
of dedicated 
volunteers.



$160
MILLION

THE INDUSTRY HAS 
RAISED MORE THAN

TO SUPPORT  
CITY OF HOPE

LEADING BIOMEDICAL City of Hope is a 
leading biomedical research, treatment and 
education institution focused on eliminating 
cancer and diabetes 

DEVELOPMENT City of Hope technology 
resulted in the development of four of the 
world’s top cancer fighting drugs, impacting 
the lives of millions of patients around the 
world every year.

LIFESAVING Our researchers were 
pioneers in bone marrow transplantation, 
a lifesaving procedure utilized today by 
doctors around the world.

The mission of City of Hope’s Building Hope 
Initiative is to raise funding and awareness 
for City of Hope by connecting with the 
National Hardware/Homebuilding Industry 

professionals under 45 years of 
age. In order to accomplish this 

mission, Building Hope will plan 
and execute fund and awareness — raising 
activities, including but not limited to events, 
online initiatives and microphilanthropy.

For the past 38 years, City of Hope has 
worked with companies and professionals 
in the Hardware/Homebuilding Industry 
(HHI) to raise funds and awareness for 
this remarkable institution. Comprised of a 
nation-wide cross-section of manufacturers, 
retailers, distributors, home builders, builder 
supply chains, manufacturers’ representatives 
and related members, it’s one of the  
strongest teams in City of Hope’s network.  

  Gain access to members of the HHI Executive 
Council comprised of leading executives  
from all aspects of the industry.

  Grow your personal and professional 
network contacts with social 
networking opportunities.

LEARN MORE Contact Hector Campos Jr at 
hcampos@COH.org or call (626) 218-6370

Continue the support  
of City of Hope’s  
innovative research 
and compassionate 
patient care.


